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The appearance of flowing fluid has been
evaluated in several clinical situations
using a flow phantom, computer simula-
tion, and clinical magnetic resonance
(MR) images. Unsaturated protons just
entering the imaging volume can emit a
strong signal relative to the partially sat-
urated adjacent tissue (“flow-related en-
hancement”). Slow laminar flow in veins
can be distinguished on the basis of a
stronger second echo due to rephasing ef-
fects (“even echo rephasing”). Synchroni-
zation of the cardiac cycle and the MR
pulsing sequence produces increased sig-
nal in sections acquired during diastole
(“diastolic pseudogating”). Intraluminal
signal is shown to decrease as velocity is
increased (“high velocity signal loss”).
Onset of turbulence causes further loss of

signal. Direction of flow oblique to the
imaging plane can be predicted on the
basis of decreased upstream and increased
downstream signal.

Index terms: Blood, flow dynamics #{149}Magnetic

resonance, experimental
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F LOWING blood has a variable appearance on magnetic resonance

(MR) images depending on the velocity and direction of flow

(1-6). Rapidly flowing blood generally appears dark. This has been
explained on the basis of irradiated protons leaving the selected
section prior to emitting a spin echo. Slow flow can produce a bright
intraluminal signal and is most pronounced when using partial sat-

uration sequences with short TR times. When multisection acquisition
is used, the effect is most significant in the section first encountered

by the flowing blood (7).

The effect of velocity on MR signal intensity has provided a basis
for the noninvasive determination of blood flow velocity (8-1 1). This

application, however, requires specialized pulsing sequences not
generally used for routine clinical imaging. The intent of this paper
is to describe various flow phenomena that are readily apparent on

MR images obtained using routine clinical pulsing sequences. This

approach has the advantage of not requiring additional imaging time
because it uses information already present in the MR image.

Increased intraluminal signal during slow flow has been previously

labeled “paradoxical enhancement” (3, 4). This phenomenon has been
evaluated using a flow phantom and computer simulation. It has been
found to arise from two separate phenomena that we call “flow re-
lated enhancement” and “even echo rephasing” (12). Increased in-
traluminal signal can also be found during rapid pulsatile flow on
certain sections in a multisection acquisition. This occurs when the
cardiac cycle and the MR pulsing sequence happen to coincide so that
certain sections are acquired during systole while others are acquired
during diastole. Although the mean velocity over the cardiac cycle

may be high, the lack of flow during diastole results in high intra-

luminal signal. We call this “diastolic pseudogating” and have eval-
uated it with a flow phantom.

Flow phantom experiments have also been performed to evaluate
rapid blood flow both perpendicular and oblique to the imaging
plane. The “high velocity signal loss” is shown to follow a simple

algebraic relationship when flow is perpendicular to the plane of
imaging. Upstream signal loss also allows the direction of flow to be
determined when it is oblique to the imaging plane.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A simple flow phantom was constructed of 1-cm ID Tygon tubing as shown
in Figure 1. The phantom consisted of a single loop of tubing positioned along

the axis of the main magnetic field such that flow was perpendicular to the

transverse axial plane. The flow phantom was positioned in the center of the
magnet, 1 meter from the entry surface. For simplicity, water was used instead
of blood. All measurements were taken relative to a stationary tube of water
adjacent to the tubes containing flowing water. This allowed a direct corn-

panison of flowing and stationary fluids without the necessity to consider
different magnetic relaxation times or the potential effects of plasma
skimming during rapid blood flow (13). Since pure water has a longer Tl time

than blood, it must remain within the magnetic field a longer period of time

to become fully magnetized. The return loop has a course of 3 meters within

the bore of the magnet; this assures essentially full magnetization of water

even at the highest velocities used. Images from incoming and return limbs
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Flow phantom. Loop of 1-cm Tygon tubing is

positioned perpendicular to imaging plane.
Adjacent tubing with stationary water serves

as local reference. Flow-related enhancement and high-velocity

signal loss demonstrated in flow phantom.

Intraluminal signal I is initially increased

(relative to stationary signal lo) due to unsat-

urated protons entering section. Effect is seen

at low velocity and is accentuated at short TR.

Signal is lost as velocity is increased due to

protons leaving section prior to emitting spin

echo.

Even Echo Rephosing
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Even-echo rephasing demonstrated in flow
phantom. Second echo is more intense than
the first in slow laminar flow. This is due to

rephasing effects that arise from flow into the

section-selecting gradient.
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Intensity profile in gated pulsatile flow (flow

phantom). Ratio of flowing to stationary water

(I/Is) is plotted as a function of distance from

the entry surface during a 15-section acquisi-

tion. Increased intensity near the inlet is due
to flow-related enhancement. Central peak is

due to image acquisition during slow diastolic

flow.

Oblique-flow phantom. There is signal loss

upstream and increased signal on downstream

end of vessel as it obliquely traverses the sec-

tion (arrow).

rate.

MR imaging was performed both clini-

cally and on the flow phantom using a Di-

asonics 0.35-Tesla superconducting

whole-body imagen, which has been de-

scribed previously (14). Spin echo (90#{176}-

180#{176}-180#{176})sequences were used exclusively

with repetition times (TR) of 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5

seconds and echo delay times (TE) of 28 and

56 msec. Images were acquired using the

two-dimensional Fourier transform (2DFT)

technique. Multisection acquisition pro-

vided 5, 10, or 15 sections during the period

of time required to image a single section.

A 128 X 128 acquisition matrix was used,

corresponding to spatial resolution of 1.7

mm in the plane. Sections were 7 mm thick

and spaced at 10-mm intervals (resulting in

a 3-mm gap between sections). The flow

phantom was positioned over a fat phantom

in the center of a 30-cm head coil to simulate

conditions of clinical imaging. The inten-

sity recorded for the intraluminal signal

was averaged oven 12 to 16 pixels from a

circular region of interest in the center of

the tube. These pixels were chosen specifi-

cally to avoid boundary layer effects at the

tube surface.

The intensities from the flowing and

stationary water were measured for steady

volumetric flow rates of 20 to 1,000 ml/min.

First and second echo measurements were

recorded from the first section encountered

by the afferent and return limbs of the

phantom. First and second echo intensities

were compared at TR 0.5 sec to assess “even

echo rephasing.” In an attempt to analyze
phase changes during slow flow through a

magnetic field gradient, simulation using
a DEC PDP1 1/45 computer was performed.
Phase accumulation was calculated for
groups of protons flowing at different ye-
lodities into a linear magnetic field gradient.

Details of this computation have been re-
ported previously (12).

First and second echo signalswere corn-

pared oven a wide range of flow velocities
at TR 0.5 and TR 1.0 sec to evaluate “flow
related enhancement.” Diminishing intra-
luminal signal at higher velocity permitted

evaluation of “high velocity signal loss.”
Oblique flow was investigated by posi-
tioning additional loops of tubing at 30#{176}
(affenent limb) and 60#{176}(return limb) to the
longitudinal axis of the magnet.

Pulsatile flow was investigated using a

blood perfusion pump (Medical Engineer-
ing Consultants, Los Angeles, CA). To
evaluate the effect of chance synchroniza-
tion of the cardiac cycle and the MR nepe-

tition rate, the pulse rate of the perfusion

pump was set to 40/mm and the TR of the
imagen was set to 1 .5 sec. This sequence
produces 15 sections that are acquired se-

quentially every 100 msec. Intensities for

the pulsatile flowing water and for the ad-

jacent stationary water were measured for

the 15 sections, several sections being im-
aged during systole (flow) and several
during diastole (no flow).

RESULTS

Since the absolute intensity of the

intraluminal signal is less important

than the intensity relative to adjacent
stationary tissue, the flow phantom
data are plotted as a ratio (I/Ia) of
flowing to stationary water. Not only
did this negate the potential effects of
radiofrequency (RF) nonuniformity in
the coil, it also allowed us to neglect the

complicating effects of differences in
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Flow-related enhancement and high-velocity

signal loss in a patient with carcinoma of the

bladder. Increased signal in slow-flowing

femoral veins (arrow) is due to unsaturated

protons entering section. Absence of signal

from the adjacent femoral arteries (arrowhead)

reflects loss of signal due to turbulence and to

protons leaving section prior to emission of

spin echo.
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the Ti and T2 relaxation times between

the flowing and stationary sub-

stances.

“Flow-related enhancement” was

evaluated by measuring the intensity

of the intraluminal signal at different

flow rates. Measurements were made

in the first section encountered by the

flowing water where the effect is ex-

pected to be greatest (7). The ratio of
the intensities of the flowing to sta-

tionary water was plotted as a function

of measured volumetric flow rate for

TR values of 0.5 and 1.0 seconds (Fig.

2). At the shorter repetition time,

flow-related enhancement was greater

and occurred at higher velocity.

Progressive loss of signal was noted

(Fig. 2) as the flow rate increased be-

yond that of maximal flow-related en-

hancement. This reflects “high velocity

signal loss” initially and then onset of

turbulence (15).
The first and second echoes in an

echo train are plotted as a function of

flow rate in Figure 3. These data are

recorded in the first section encoun-

tered by the flowing water and thus

include the effects of flow-related en-

hancement. The stronger signal corn-

ing from the second (56 rnsec) spin

echo relative to the first (28 msec)

demonstrates “even-echo me-

phasing.”

A potential source of increased in-

traluminal signal during pulsatile flow

is shown in Figure 4. Here the ratio of

intensities of flowing to stationary

water is plotted as a function of dis-

tance into the volume imaged during

a 15-section acquisition. The perfusion
pump pulse rate of 40/mm and the TR

of 1 .5 sec were expected to synchronize
the systolic or diastolic portions of the

cardiac cycle to particular sections in

the volume imaged. When the pulse

rate and repetition time are matched in

this manner, each section is effectively

gated, i.e. , it is acquired only during a

particular phase of the cardiac cycle.

The central peak of increased intralu-

minal signal in Figure 4 represents

sections imaged during the diastolic

portion of the cycle, while the me-

mainden were imaged during systole.

The higher intensity in the sections
near the entry surface represents

flow-related enhancement.

An image from the oblique flow

phantom is shown on Figure 5. Loss of

signal is noted on the upstream side of

the tubing and increased signal is

present downstream. Recognition of

this pattern permits determination of

the direction of flow.

DISCUSSION

Water was used during these exper-

iments rather than blood on a para-

Partially saturated signal

U Unsaturated (maximum) signal

Flow-related enhancement. Under conditions of slow laminar

flow, unsaturated protons enter section with full magnetiza-

tion and emit stronger signal than protons in adjacent, par-

tially saturated, stationary tissue. Maximum effect occurs

when velocity = section thickness (�z)/TR.

magnetic aqueous solution both for
simplicity of experimental design and

to exclude additional phenomena, such

as the differences between the mag-

netic relaxation times of the blood and

those of the adjacent stationary tissue,
or the presence of “plasma skimming,”

which may occur during blood flow

(13). Despite the longer Ti time of pure

water (compared with blood), it is es-

sentially fully magnetized by the time

it reaches the center of the magnet

where the flow phantom is positioned.
Water in the afferent limb travels a

distance of 1 meter within the magnet

before reaching the phantom. Assum-
ing a Ti relaxation time for water of 2.7

sec (i6), 95% magnetization is achieved

in 8 sec (17). Thus for velocities less

than 100 cm per 8 sec (12.5 cm/sec), or

volumetric flow rates less than 600
ml/minute, the water will be 95%

magnetized. Water in the return ioop

travels an additional 2 meters through
the magnet before returning to the
phantom, thus it will be fully magne-
tized for velocities less than 25.0 cm/
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High-velocity signal loss. Protons must acquire both 90#{176}pulse

and 180#{176}pulse to emit spin echo (crosshatch). Protons that

acquire 90#{176}pulse and then leave section prior to acquiring

180#{176}pulse emit no signal. Protons flowing into the section

following selective 90#{176}pulse also emit no signal.

Figure 9

a. b.

Even-echo rephasing. Comparison of first 28-msec spin echo image (a) with second 56-msec
spin echo image (b) demonstrates increased signal in the right transverse sinus (arrow). This

is due to rephasing of isochromats in slow laminar flow.
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Figure 8 sec and volumetric flow rates less than

High Velocity Signal Loss 1200 ml/min.

Flow-Related Enhancement

When slowly flowing blood enters
the first section of a multisection vol-
ume, partially saturated blood me-
maining from the previous sequence is
replaced by totally unsaturated blood
(Fig. 6). The signal elicited from un-
saturated blood is comparable with full
magnetization (2-4) while the adjacent

stationary tissue remains partially sat-

umated to a degree depending on its
own Ti relaxation time and the repe-
tition time TR. The signal elicited from

the flowing blood within the vessel
comes from two populations of pro-
tons: a strong signal arising from the
unsaturated, upstream protons and a

weaker signal arising from the protons
in the downstream portion of the voxel

that were within the section at the time

of the previous excitation. At the flow
rate where all the blood in the voxel is
replaced between averages, the signal
is greatest. This occurs at velocity v:

vdz/TR (1)

For a section thickness dz of 1 cm and
a repetition time TR of 1 second, this
corresponds to a velocity of 1 cm/sec.

The degree of “enhancement” of the

flowing blood is really due to the lim-
ited longitudinal recovery of the adja-
cent stationary tissue in the time be-
tween repetitions. The effect is greater
for stationary tissues with longer Ti
relaxation times. Flow-related en-
hancement is also more pronounced at
shorter repetition times, which allow
less longitudinal recovery in the adja-

cent stationary tissue. This is supported
by the experimental data shown in
Figure 2. Equation 1 indicates that
maximal flow-related enhancement
occurs at higher velocities as the repe-
tition time is decreased. This is also
confirmed by the experimental data.

Flow-related enhancement effects
are seen routinely during clinical MR
imaging. Figure 7 demonstrates flow-
related enhancement in the slow-
flowing femomal veins while there is
absence of signal from the adjacent
femoral arteries. Loss of signal can me-
suit from two effects: high velocity and

turbulence (15).

High Velocity Signal Loss

Loss of signal at high velocity is

shown experimentally in Figures 2 and
3. This occurs when the protons ex-

posed to the initial 90#{176}pulse flow

completely out of the section during
the intempulse interval, prior to expo-
sure to the 180#{176}pulse (Fig. 8). Protons

that flow into the section during the
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Dephasing causes flaring of the magnetization as some protons precess faster and

some slower than average (due to relatively stronger and weaker local magnetic
field). After interpulse interval r 180#{176}pulse is applied that causes rotation about

y’ axis and flared magnetization vectors begin to rephase. At 2T rephasing is

complete and coherent spin echo is emitted.
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interpulse interval have not received

the 90#{176}pulse and therefore will not
emit a spin echo. Signal is lost from

protons that flow a distance of one

section thickness dz during the inter-
pulse interval ‘/2TE, i.e. , at velocity v:

v dz/1/2TE

For a section thickness of 7 mm and an

echo delay time of 28 msec, this come-
sponds to a velocity of 50 cm/sec. For

the second echo at 56 msec, no signal is
received from protons that do not me-

main within the sectionfor a period of

42 msec, the time between the 90#{176}

pulse and the second 180#{176}pulse. This

corresponds to a velocity of 16.7 cm/
sec. Total loss of signal is thus expected
at lower velocities for second (and
subsequent) echoes in a multiecho

train than for the first echo. This is

demonstrated experimentally in Figure

Additional loss of signal is expected

due to onset of turbulence (15). Tur-

bulence can result either from the
pulsatile, to-and-fro motion of the

blood or from high velocity such that
the Reynolds number exceeds 2100
(Reynolds number tube diameter X

velocity X density/viscosity) (18).

Particularly rough, irregular surfaces

and vascular branching can lead to
turbulence at even lower velocities
(19). When discussing turbulence, it is

useful to consider a hypothetical, mi-
croscopic group of protons that travel
as a group and all experience essen-

tially the same magnetic field. Since

they remain in phase, they have been

called “isochromats” by Hahn (20).
When the flow rate increases to the
point where turbulence is present,

random motion of isochromats causes

additional loss of coherence. This man-
dom motion of the isochromats in tur-

bulent flow is similar to the randomly

fluctuating internal fields, which lead

to 12 relaxation and loss of spin echo

signal intensity. Loss of signal intensity

with onset of turbulence is at variance

with the discussion of Mills et al. (4)
and is described further in Bradley et al.

(15).

Even-Echo Rephasing

In Figure 9 the slow-flowing blood

in the right transverse sinus has a sig-

nificantly stronger signal on the 56-

msec spin echo than on the initial 28-

msec echo. Since the first echo is weak,
this effect is not flow-related en-

hancement. This is seen frequently in
large veins and dural sinuses and is
associated with slow laminar flow (12).
The stronger second echo is due to a
rephasing phenomenon that occurs

after each 360#{176}of rotation following

the initial 90#{176}pulse, that is, for all even
echoes in an echo train. Even-echo me-
phasing in slow flow has previously
been combined with flow-related en-
hancement under the term “pamadoxi-
cal enhancement” (3, 4). Appreciation
of this phenomenon requires an un-
derstanding of the phasing and de-

phasing that occur during the spin

echo sequence.
Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of

the Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill spin
echo sequence (21). Following the 90#{176}
pulse, isochromats begin to get out of

phase due to magnetic field nonuni-

formities. Isochromats in a slightly

Spin phase graph. Phase is eitherlost or gained

relative to average precessional frequency by

protons in weaker and stronger parts of the

magnetic field. Sign of phase is reversed by

each 180#{176}pulse (at r and 3r). Coherence is
re-established at the time of each spin echo

(SE1 and SE2).

stronger part of the field precess at a
higher frequency and tend to get ahead

of those in weaker parts of the mag-
netic field. This results in flaring of the

magnetization vectors in the rotating
reference frame shown in Figure 10.

Following a 180#{176}rotation about the y

axis, dephased isochromats are flipped
so that those that led now lag. Since

they remain in a slightly stronger part

of the magnetic field, however, they
continue to pmecess at the higher fme-
quency and eventually catch up to
their more slowly precessing counter-
parts to generate a spin echo.

The same phenomenon can be

Figure 12

Dephasing of Staggered Isochromats During Flow

Distance

Dephasing of staggered isochromats during

flow. Four isochromats are shown flowing into
increasing (section-selecting) z gradient. Iso-

chromats on leading edge of voxel are in

stronger magnetic field (indicated by longer
arrow) than isochromats on lagging edge.
Isochromats on leading edge gain phase more

rapidly than those behind.
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Accelerated phase gain due to flow into an increasing magnetic field.
When a gradient is present without flow (A), rephasing occurs as it

would in any other nonuniform magnetic field. When blood flows

into an increasing magnetic field (B), phase is gained more rapidly

than if the blood were stationary.

Blood Flow in a Magnetic Field Gradient

Figure 14
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Blood flow in a magnetic field gradient. In plug flow all iso-

chromats move at the same velocity. Phase gain is proportional

to this velocity and to position in the voxel. Isochromats on

the leading edge of the voxel gain phase more rapidly than

those on the lagging edge. In laminar flow, isochromats in the

center of the tube move at a higher velocity than those near

the periphery. Protons on the leading edge of the voxel gain
phase more rapidly not only due to position in the voxel but

also because they flow at a higher velocity than those at the

periphery.
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Figure 13
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demonstrated by the spin phase graph
that was introduced by Singer (22). As
shown in Figure ii, isochromats in a
stronger part of the field gain phase
until the 180#{176}pulse when phase is me-
versed and they suddenly lose exactly
the amount of phase they had just
gained. They continue to gain or lose
phase at the same rate and regain co-
herence with their more slowly pre-
cessing counterparts at the time of the
spin echo. At this time, there is no dif-
ference in phase angle between dif-
ferent portions of the voxel. If the iso-
chromats are allowed to dephase after
the first spin echo, they can be me-
phased by a second 180#{176}pulse, pro-
ducing a second spin echo.

If blood flows into an increasing
magnetic field gradient (Fig. 12), iso-

chromats on the leading edge of the

voxel start in a stronger part of the
magnetic field and gain phase more
rapidly than those on the lagging edge,

in the weaker part of the magnetic

field. If there were no flow in the yes-

sel, isochromats in different portions

of the magnetic field would dephase as

they do in any other nonuniform

magnetic field (Fig. i3A). When there
is flow into an increasing magnetic

field gradient the phase changes can no
longer be represented by straight lines

but are now quadratic curves, which

gain phase somewhat more rapidly
(Fig. 13B).

If all isochromats were to move at the
same velocity (as in plug flow) they

would each increase in phase at the

same mate. When laminar flow is
present, a parabolic profile exists so

that the protons in the center of the

stream move at a higher velocity than

those at the periphery (Fig. 14). Protons
in the center of the stream are also on

uIaIuIR�u the leading edge of the voxel and

therefore are in a stronger field. These

isochmomats gain phase at an even

greater mate than those on the lagging

edge. At the time of the first spin echo,

coherence is not totally regained, as

� there is a phase difference between

� Laminar isochromats on the leading and lagging

J Flow edges of the voxel. Following an addi-
tional 180#{176}of rotation for the second

echo, that phase difference is corrected

so that coherence is me-established

(12).

Loss of intensity in the first echo can
DIstance be considered analogous to partially

reversible loss of coherence during a

free induction decay (FID), which pri-

manly reflects fixed field nonunifor-
mities. In this sense, the temporary lack

of coherence at the time of the first spin
echo in laminar flow might be com-
pared with loss of coherence in an FID

that is regained at the time of the spin

echo.

This effect is demonstrated on the
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computer simulations in Figures 15 and

16 showing plug flow and laminar

flow into an increasing magnetic field
gradient (12). The two simulations

shown are for equal volumetric flow
rates and indicate a much greater phase

difference for laminar flow than for

plug flow at the time of the first spin

echo. Coherence is totally re-estab-
lished following 360#{176} rotation at the

time of the second spin echo for both

flow situations. The amount of phase
difference at the time of the first echo

in laminar flow increases as the flow

rate increases and the parabolic profile

steepens, increasing the range of ye-

locities present. Thus the first echo
becomes less intense relative to the

rephased second echo as the velocity

increases. This is shown in Figure 3. At

velocities greater than that of the

maximum rephasing effect, the dif-

ference in intensities between the two

echoes decreases due to high velocity

signal loss. Eventually the intensities

of the two echoes become equal as the

enhancing effect of rephasing is

countered by the increased signal loss

due to high velocity. As the velocity
continues to increase, the second echo

becomes progressively weaker than the

first and eventually all signal is lost.

Diastolic Pseudogating

When the cardiac cycle and the rep-

etition time are synchronized, each

section in a multisection acquisition is

acquired at the same time in the cardiac

cycle. When MR acquisition is elec-

tronically gated to the EKG, the intra-

luminal signal is expected to increase

when flow slows during diastole. This

Computer simulation of plug flow. Phase

angle of isochromats in stronger half of field

is plotted as a function of time (spin echoes

occur at 0.030 and 0.060 sec). Positive phase

angle at time of first spin echo indicates lack

of total rephasing although spread of phase

angles at 0.030 sec is minimal. Complete re-

phasing occurs on the second spin echo at

0.060 sec.

is demonstrated on EKG-gated MR

images in Figure 17.

In certain circumstances, although

MR acquisition is not gated to the EKG,

chance synchronization of the cardiac

cycle and the MR acquisition sequence

may result. When the interval between
heart beats and the repetition time TR

(or an integral multiple thereof) are the

same, this will occur, e.g. , for a pulse of
60 and a TR of 1.0 sec. We call this

“pseudogating.” When certain sections

are imaged during diastole, increased

intraluminal signal will result, as

shown in Figure 4. To exclude diastolic

pseudogating as a cause of intraluminal

signal, gated imaging during cardiac
systole may be necessary.

Computer simulation of laminar flow. Phase

angle of isochromats at different positions in

voxel field are plotted as a function of time

with spin echoes occurring at 0.030 and 0.060

sec. Three groups of three curves each are

shown. Within each group the isochromats

that gain most rapidly are in the center of the

tube where flow velocity is greatest. Group

with solid lines is on leading edge of voxel in

stronger part of gradient field. Group with

dashed line is on lagging edge of voxel in

weaker portipn of gradient field. Spread of

phase angles at 0.030 sec is seen to be signifi-

cantly greater than during plug flow. This lack

of complete rephasing decreases the intensity

of the first spin echo. Complete rephasing is

present at the time of the second spin echo at

0.060 sec.

Oblique Flow

The appearance of blood flowing

oblique to the imaging plane can be a

source of both information and con-
fusion. As shown in Figure 5, signal
loss occurs on the upstream side of the

section while signal is increased on the
downstream side. If the section-defin-

ing gradient is off between the selec-

b.

Systolic and diastolic gated MR images.

a. Lack of signal in ascending and descending aorta (arrow) and pulmonary outflow (arrowhead) tract during rapid,

turbulent flow in systole. (Note also left pleural effusion.)

b. Increased signal in aorta (arrow) and pulmonary artery (arrowhead) due to slowed flow present during mechanical

diastole (section 1 cm cephalad to a).



Figures 18 and 19

18. 19.

18. Cerebellar venous angioma (TR 2.0 sec. TE 28 msec). Coronal section. Decreased signal

seen inferiorly with increased signal superiorly. When flow is oblique to the imaging plane,

the signal is increased on the downstream side of the section.

19. Angiogram showing flow in venous angioma from medial inferior to lateral superior.

ond (or any even) echo is increased

relative to the first (or odd echoes) due
to rephasing of isochromats during

slow laminar flow. When the cardiac

cycle and the MR pulsing sequence

happen to become synchronized, in-

creased signal is found on sections

imaged during diastole (diastolic

pseudogating). Loss of intraluminal

signal can be due to high velocity or

onset of turbulence. When flow is

oblique to the imaging plane, de-

creased upstream and increased

downstream signal allows one to pre-

dict direction of flow.

tive 180#{176}pulse and acquisition of the

spin echo, the downstream signal ac-

tually includes protons that have

flowed out of the section after the 180#{176}
pulse, increasing the signal. When flow

is perpendicular to the imaging plane

these effects are averaged together in

the total intraluminal signal. This may

explain the broad peaks noted in Fig-

ure 2.
When flow is oblique to the imaging

plane, the direction of blood flow can

occasionally be predicted. In Figure 18

flow would be predicted from medial

and inferior to lateral and superior in

the cerebellar venous angioma. This is

confirmed by the angiogram in Figure

19.

Oblique flow can also be a potential

source of confusion. The combined

appearance of increased signal and
absent signal within the lumen may be

mistaken for intraluminal thrombus or

tumor.

SUMMARY

Using a flow phantom, computer

simulation, and clinical examples, the

variable appearance of flowing blood

observed during clinical MR imaging
has been evaluated. The intraluminal

signal is increased in several circum-

stances. When unsaturated protons

first enter the imaging volume they

elicit a strong signal relative to the

partially saturated surrounding tissue

(flow-related enhancement). The sec-
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